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Upcoming Events:
The Surprising Social Lives of Woodchucks
Dr. Chris Maher, Behavioral Ecologist - USM
Virtual Event | 11/23 | 7 - 8:30pm
2021 Mt. Ararat High School Biology Research
on the Cathance River Nature Preserve
Topsham Public Library | 1/25 | 6 - 7:30pm
Unlocking the Ecological Potential of Beavers
Skip Lisle - Beaver Deceivers International
Virtual Event | 2/22 | 7 - 8:30pm

Learn about in-person and
virtual events at
www.creamaine.org

Restoring the Little Things that Run the World
Doug Tallamy PhD, Entomologist
Virtual Event | 3/22 | 7 - 8:30pm
Register at
www.creamaine.org/events
or scan your cell phone here >>>>>

@creamaine @crea.maine

Volunteer Spotlight: Mt. Ararat Biology Mentors
Visit the Ecology Center on a Thursday morning in September or October, and you
will find a group of community members who make time in their busy lives to share
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Highlight of 2021: Experiential Leadership
by Eleanor Young, 2021 CREA Camp Counselor-In-Training
So many warm feelings and memories flood my mind as soon as the word "CREA" is said. This was my first
official year as a CIT, let alone a camper at CREA. I have been to the nature preserve, and traveled the paths,
but I never went to the camp, in fact I didn't go to any camps as a child until I was 12. I have always had a shy
side of me, especially around peers close to my age, so I would instantly turn down the chance of going to a
summer camp. But going this year is something I'll never forget. Saying that CREA was a fun experience is
simply an understatement. Going improved almost everything in my life.
I started out at the camp knowing very few ways of taking care of children. Throughout the 2 weeks I was
there, I learned about 60 different names, and developed strong and meaningful connections to the
campers. It was interesting to learn about each kid, and teach them about myself as well. By the end of
camp I had learned some new strategies with kids from the other counselors, and I also developed them
on my own. Not only did I make connections with the kids, but I really bonded with the other CIT's and
counselors. I'm lucky to have been surrounded with such an astounding community of people.
As soon as my first day was over, I was eager for the next one to start. I loved spending 7 1/2 hours outside
each day, playing games, exploring rivers, hiking, finding animals and a lot more. I learned many new facts
about nature (a lot of them coming from the campers!). One of the many highlights I took away from this
experience was setting turtle traps with the other CIT's. We didn't end up catching any, but just the
experience of putting on waders, and walking into the pond brings pure joy to my heart. I also grew as a
person and leader. I learned that it's ok to be direct, and that being yourself is the best way to go. I also
learned how healthy it is and how it feels to go out of your comfort zone.

their passion for nature-based field research with Mt. Ararat High School Biology
teacher Glenn Evans’ students. You may identify them by a fiercely-pocketed field

Going to CREA was the highlight of my year, and made me the happiest I've been in a long time. The

vest, nets, GPS units, and assorted equipment...or simply by the smile that comes

combination of staying in nature, being around kids, and leading with the CIT's and counselors made me

with knowing you get to spend the next hour and a half outdoors.
“It’s great to get away from the office - computer, data analyses and reports - to
spend the morning in the woods at CREA working with such inquisitive young
students. As summer turns to fall, we see the students gain an appreciation for
actually “doing” science – what a great program, so glad to have the opportunity to
participate.” -Scott Libby
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my best self, and leaves me grateful for this experience. And it's certainly not over, I'll be coming back
every summer I can throughout highschool and college. So all in all I believe CREA is great for anyone,
whether they're going to be a camper, a CIT, or a counselor.

Mentors: Fred, David, Adam, Glenn, Meg, Scott and
Kevin this Fall at the CREA Ecology Center.

Scott Libby has been mentoring for 3 years and joins CREA from Battelle where he is a Research Scientist Oceanographer. His group is monitoring
water level and quality in the river. Kevin Doran, 14-year mentor, retired from the ME Forest Service and currently works as a Natural Science Educator
and Professor of Adult Education at USM. His group is inventorying forest growth in a permanent plot. David Reed, 10-year mentor, Ph.D. and retired
Professor, is showing students how to use invertebrate diversity to assess water quality in the Cathance River. Meg Holland, first-year mentor and
amateur birder, is helping students track and compare bird species in different ecological communities. Adam Gravel, Wildlife Biologist at Stantec and
9-year mentor, has students setting up wildlife cameras on the Preserve to survey mammals in the area. Fred Cichocki, 4-year mentor, Natural History
Activity Lead at Chewonki, and Maine Master Naturalist, is working with students to survey ecological diversity of the Heath.
Many thanks to these volunteers who create what is, for many students, a transformative experience - the messy, yet precise, business of collecting and
analyzing data that has real world applications. We are deeply indebted to these fine individuals who, year after year, inspire budding young biologists.

Welcome! What Did You See?
by Lisa Durrell, CREA volunteer

The recently refurbished kiosk near the Ecology Center now lets hikers jot down on the chalkboard
what they noticed on the trails. Comments range from “a yellow warbler”, to “bunny”, to “my
reflection”, and often “deer” and “a frog” are listed. Everyone, no matter what their age or
environmental knowledge, is invited to share what they experienced on the Preserve and to see the
observations of others. Responses are recorded before the board is erased for the next
contributions. A rotating set of photos and information about common flora and fauna is also
posted alongside.
The map side of the kiosk is also spruced up. Here you can find, in addition to a large map of the
Preserve, notices of upcoming CREA events, occasional nature poems, and more!

We know for a fact that some go on to become wildlife biologists, educators, engineers, and more. Many thanks to this year’s group of dedicated

Check out the trails and let us know what caught your eye. Don’t miss the recent rainbow

mentors!

assortment of mushrooms poking up through the falling leaves!
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wildly successful summer camp season thanks to
a superhuman effort by Camp Director Jenny
Mueller, her hardworking team of counselors
and CITs, and the generous support of
members like you. As we move into the fall
season, our programs are shaping up to be
equally robust, including a schedule filled with
engaging school field trips, fully booked guided
walks, and a great line-up of upcoming
speakers.
This is what CREA does so well - we facilitate
the rich experience of learning in community
with others. Amid the intricate tapestry of the
natural world, we share our delights, we learn
from each other, we inspire and are inspired. As
the educator Steven Anderson said, “Alone we
are smart. Together we are brilliant.”
We hope you are inspired by what you read in
this newsletter - the work that YOU made
possible.
In gratitude,
Caroline Eliot
Executive Director

Ellen Bennett
Board Chair

4th Grade Geologists

CREA Camp Returns for our Best Summer Ever!

CREA Educators were thrilled to welcome

This summer we opened the Ecology Center

Harriet Beecher Stowe fourth graders to the

doors and windows, spread out the picnic

Preserve for our first in-person field trips

tables, posted signs about hand washing,

since 2019! Students were equally excited

hired more staff, stocked up on masks and

about their first field trip in ages. It was

gallons of hand sanitizer, and welcomed the

Most children probably spend too

wonderful to hear the joyful and enthusiastic

CREA campers we sorely missed in 2020.

little time enjoying nature and being

feedback (“I wish this field trip could last all

After over a year of distance learning, we saw

outdoors, and too much time looking

week!”) as they experienced hands-on

a huge need for nature immersion. CREA

learning and outdoor discovery.

Camp delivered, and it was by far the best

Fourth graders become young geologists
during their 3-hour educational journey with
CREA. Students observe grains of sand under
a microscope, are challenged to make their
own sand from different types of rock, and
discover firsthand that some rocks break
down into sand much more easily than
others! Then they hike to the river and
waterfall to observe these geologic

152 Campers (ages 6 to 13) joined us this
summer, filling all 192 available camper

beauty with people who come to visit
and enjoy it.

“Gus has loved his weeks with both Teddy and
Gwen - finding and making his walking stick,
building bridges out of clay, catching frogs and
salamanders... it's been a wonderful experience
for him and for our family. Thank you!”

hands-on learner, and would have

summer. Thanks to generous donations from

enjoyed CREA camp immensely. We

our community, we were able to provide 8

love the idea of providing an

scholarships to local families in need.

opportunity for a kid like him to
engage with nature in this way, to
“We simply love what you do. Camp seemed so

the river for the first time. It’s a special and

walking sticks, explored trails, sang silly camp

reflective time, and a favorite moment for

songs and ran through the forest during

students and educators alike.

games of Beckon. Our counselors - Zoe,

well-organized during the pandemic, Jenny has
wonderful patience and professionalism, and we
appreciated the extra safety protocol you had in
place. Our kids had the best time with you all and
as parents, we couldn’t be happier to know our
kids had a week in the woods.”

steel cables left behind from historic mining
operations.
Needless to say, we are so excited to return
to what we do best -- getting students
outdoors, and using hands-on, place-based
activities to inspire learning!

CREA Welcomes New Board Member

Andrea Stevens worked for many years with land trusts and other conservation-based

experience it, the better.

hands-on learning. Our son is a

pellets, created animal track bandanas and

CREA’s Ecology Center, where they can see

imbalance; the more kids who can

offering 900 volunteer hours at camp this

as they emerge from the forest trail and see

abandoned quarry just a short distance from

a wonderful antidote for that

CREA summer camp is all about

and pond exploration. They dissected owl

of feldspar mining. They hike to an

electronic devices. The CREA camp is

our leadership development program,

faces display an eyes-wide-open amazement

common rocks and minerals found in Maine,

at digital forms of entertainment on

sessions. 12 CIT’s (ages 14 to 17) took part in

Campers’ days were filled with river, forest

The fourth graders also learn to identify

the Cathance River trails in our
backyard, and are pleased to share its

processes happening in nature. Students’

and observe evidence of Topsham’s history

Fourth
grade
students
peer into
microscope
s observing
grains of
sand on
their
geology
field trip.

summer yet!

“We are blessed to have CREA and

Teddy, Gwen and Rose - brought a wealth of
knowledge to camp this past summer with
their passions for geology, birding, ecology

have a joyful experience and to be
inspired.”
Jim Graham & Lee Dickson, 2021
Scholarship Donors

and herpetology!
Where are they now? Zoe is in Costa Rica
studying tropical plant ecology. Teddy
returned to Maryland to teach at a naturebased early childhood program. Rose is back
at Maranacook HS in Readfield, ME. Gwen
returned to Lawrence University in Wisconsin

“I feel like I have spent more outdoor time this

to continue her geology studies. Jenny is…

summer than any other time in my life!”

planning camp for next summer!

What was the BEST part of camp? “Animal tag,

sure to stay tuned to our E-News for CREA

flinch-master, the river, survival bracelets, building
dragon lairs and forts. Basically everything!”

Camps 2022 schedules and updates, coming

“I will always remember how nice the counselors

this winter.

were and how cool the environment was.”

We can’t wait to see our campers again! Be

Coastal Auto Parts NAPA enjoyed a
month-long visit from our Barred
Owl in acknowledgement of their
generous business membership.

nonprofits after earning advanced degrees in environmental management and plant
ecology. She has been most involved with land stewardship and connecting landowners
and communities with nature. Some of her favorite projects over the years have included

THANK YOU BUSINESS SUPPORTERS & GRANTORS

monitoring rare plants in the Highlands of New Jersery, guiding municipal staff in
managing the natural features and visitor use of local parks, coordinating the training of
Master Naturalists, working with volunteers to manage invasive plants, designing and
building trails, and coordinating new community programs at the Cathance River Preserve. Andrea was a
staff member of CREA from 2016 until 2018, first assisting with development and then expanding to help
with administrative and programming needs. She lives in North Yarmouth with her family, enjoys morning
bike rides on the back roads, and plays the flute in a regional wind symphony.
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